Radiation damping in an anharmonic oscillator
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Abstract, The erect of radiation damping in an anharmonic oscillator has Izeen
calculated using the technique of Kryloff and Bogoliulzoff. It is found that the
intensity distribution of the emitted spectral line is asymmetric about its intensity
maximum. The index of asymmetry agree with the experimental data on x-ray
Kal,~ lines.
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1.

Introduction

The inclusion of the effects due to radiation damping in the classical electronic
simple harmonic oscillator gives rise to a symmetrical broadening of the emitted
spectral line (Sneddon 1951, Breene 1964, Blokhin 1957). T o summarize briefly
the governing equation for such an oscillator is
x"=

- - ojoex'-}- 2~rx"',

(1)

where o = q2/3mc 3 = 3.16 x 10-2a sec, q and m being the charge and mass o f
the electron and c the velocity of light, and oJo is the frequency of the undamped
oscillations. Sneddon (1951) and Breene (1954) simplified the above differential
equation on the assumption that the contribution due to the term 2~rx"" is very
small as compared to the other terms so that x " + o~o2x itself is negligibly small
and subsequently estimated x"' in eq. (1) from x" -k o~0~x= 0 as x"' = - - ~Oo2 x'.
This assumption leads to
x" -Jr- 2bx' -t- oJo2x = 0,

(2)

where b = ~ o J o 2. It may be noted that for ~ = 1A, wo-- 1.8 × 1019see-a and
b = 1015 sec-1. The solution of this equation, under the condition b ~ o~o is
x = ao exp ( - - bt) exp (io~ot),

(3)

where a0 is a constant. A simple Fourier analysis (Breene 1964) of eq. (3) leads
to the following expression for the shape of the spectral line:
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